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Eucharistic Miracles of

BUENOS AIRES
ARGENTINA, 1992-1994-1996

This is the account given by
Professor Castañon regarding
the Eucharistic Miracle that
occurred in 1996 still in the
Parish of Saint Mary:
“On August 15, 1996, a faithful
received the consecrated Host in
his hands to take communion but
he let it inadvertently fall to the
ground and thought not to pick
it up because it seemed “dirty”
to him. Another person, more
pious, noticed what had happened,
picked it up and placed it apart
immediately informing the priest,
Father Alejandro Pezet. The priest,
following the directives of the
Church in these circumstances.
put the Host in a vessel full of water
which he placed in the tabernacle
awaiting that it would dissolve.”

“O

n August 26 the tabernacle was
reopened to get the vessel with the
fallen Host, and it was observed
that it was not dissolved and showed
several reddish stains that became larger each day. The
priests of the parish went immediately to the Archbishop of Buenos Aires to recount what had happened.
It was decided to wait before proceeding with the
investigations and in 1999, after the Archbishop was
made aware of the fact that I was performing for free
these scientific investigations, he entrusted me to take
up the case. On October 6, 1999, I went to Buenos
Aires and interviewed the 5 priests’ witnesses of the
event who told me that there had been another consecrated Host which had bled in May of 1992. They
had put it in distilled water which is the worst way to
preserve something and for this I was very concerned.
Everyone knows that when one draws blood it is
possible to obtain the leukocyte formula (white blood
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The then archbishop of Buenos Aires,
Cardinal Bergoglio, with Doctor Castañon Gomez
and some priests of the Parish of Saint Mary.

Tabernacle at the Church of Saint Mary
where the Relic of the Miracle is preserved

The relic of the Host that transformed into flesh
in 1996 at the Parish of Saint Mary in Buenos Aires

cells). In blood there is a variety of white blood cells
with specific characteristics. The priests, in the first
miracle, had asked one of their lady parishioners who
was a chemist to analyze the bleeding Host. She discovered that it was human blood and that it presented
the entire leukocyte formula. She was very surprised
to observe that the white blood cells were active. The
lady doctor could not however do the genetic examination since at that time it was not easy to perform it.
I brought a sample from the 2 Hosts which had bled,
before the archiepiscopal notary who certified the
legality of that action, as requested by the authorities
of the Church in Argentina. I would like to point out
that before inviting me, the then Archbishop of
Buenos Aires had already contacted the Holy See to
ask for references about me. These were given by
H.E. Most Rev. Gianfranco Girotti, who then was
under-secretary at the Congregation for the Doctrine
of the Faith, and direct collaborator of Cardinal

Father Alejandro Pezet, protagonist
in the Miracle that occurred in 1996.

Ratzinger. On October 21 I went to the Forensic
Analytical genetics laboratory in San Francisco, which
was supposed to perform the analysis of the samples
that I had brought. On January 28 of 2000 they
found some fragments of human DNA in the
samples, it was human blood that contained the
human genetic code. In March of 2000 I was informed that also the famous legal histopathologist Dr.
Robert Lawrence, one of the top experts in tissues,
would participate in this analysis. I feared for the
participation of Dr. Robert Lawrence because this
would have required some substantial costs which I
would have had to bear myself, but I was told that
they desired his collaboration because in the samples
they had found some substances which resembled
human tissues. Dr. Lawrence studied the samples and
found in them human skin and white blood cells. In
December of 2000 Dr. Lawrence told me that he
could have obtained other samples of DNA.”

